
 
 

Citizen Resolution # _681921__________   
                    (For Hearing Officer completion) 

 

Establish and implement a wolf management plan 
solidly based on the most current scientific 
knowledge before any future wolf hunt is permitted  

  

 

 

The Problem: Wisconsin allowed at least 216 wolves to be killed in 60 hours, 
thereby exceeding the DNR’s quota of 119 for non-tribal hunters by 97. The hunt 
was opposed by the majority of Wisconsin’s citizens, all environmentalists, tribal 
spokespeople, and, significantly, all scientists called upon to advise the NRB.  
Because the state was compelled to hold the hunt, contrary to scientists’ advice, 
during wolves’ breeding season, the actual number of wolves killed likely is far 
higher, on account of wolves killed in utero or orphaned. The hunt’s timing, the 
rules regulating kill methods and the quota for the hunt all were based upon an 
outdated 20-year-old management plan.  
During the January 2021 NRB meeting, scientists repeatedly expressed the need to 
create a new management plan based on current scientific knowledge before 
managing a wolf hunt. The need for a scientifically accurate management plan has 
not been met and should be required before another wolf hunt is managed in the 
state.  
BE IT RESOLVED, on April 12, 2021, that the Conservation Congress, at its annual 
meeting, urges the WDNR to advise the legislature to introduce an amendment to 
establish and implement an updated wolf management plan based on current 
scientific knowledge and environmentalist and tribal advice before any future wolf 
hunt be permitted in Wisconsin. 
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Resolutions introduced at each Spring Hearing are public documents under Wisconsin's Open Records law [ss. 19.31-19.39, Wis. 
Stats.] and will be posted online for the public to review. Any personally identifiable information will be available to the public but will 
only be used by the Department for administrative purposes. 

 
 
Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO 
COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The 
author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions 
may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings. 
 
Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.

http://dnr.wi.gov/about/wcc/local.html

